
TO SURVIVE CLIMATE CHANGE, JUDY WICKS BELIEVES 
WE MUST INVEST DEEPLY IN THE FUTURE OF OUR REGION  

The 'why' behind Judy Wicks' work lies at the intersection of three

focus areas: environmentalism, economic justice, and happiness.

And, there's no place she'd rather be focused than in Pennsylvania.

"My work is here...and there's plenty of work to do," says Judy, who

expresses hope in the energy she sees reconnecting Greater

Philadelphia's regional ecosystem. Judy's commitment to place

starts in her neighborhood and city where she co-invests in

underserved entrepreneurs with the Circle of Aunts and Uncles - a

lending circle she began in 2015 (with backbone support from The

Enterprise Center). Beyond co-creating the kind of community she

wants to live in - thriving local ice cream shops, butchers, and

clothing designers - Judy emphasizes the importance of re-

establishing trust and respect between our urban and rural

communities. Contrary to a national dialogue that pits these two

against each other, Judy urges that collaboration - particularly in

areas such as food, fuel, and fiber - is essential for our regional

ecosystem to successfully navigate the serious and growing

implications of climate change. To build a resilient future for

Pennsylvania, it begins with leadership, policy change, and

financial investment today - work that Judy continues to do herself

and inspire in others across our city, state, region, and beyond.
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Judy is a local investor,

activist, author, and serial

entrepreneur having

founded White Dog Cafe,

Fair Food, Sustainable

Business Network, and

BALLE (Business Alliance of

Local Living Economies).

Judy has catalyzed $150,000 

in loans to local, underserved

entrepreneurs through the

Circle of Aunts and Uncles. Her

assets are held in socially-

conscious funds, such as

Reinvestment Fund and RSF

Social Investment Fund.

Judy Wicks

Entrepreneur, Investor, Activist, Author
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Judy was born and lived in

Western PA before moving to

Philadelphia, where she's

resided since 1970. Her locally-

focused work is celebrated on

an international scale, and her

book has been translated into

Chinese and Korean.

ALIGNMENT TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

THE
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Judy's current project - Proud

Pennsylvania - is an initiative to

increase community wealth and

prepare for climate change by

building regional economies

that produce basic needs locally

and reduce dependency on long

distance supply chains.
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INVESTING
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PA HEMP
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Our harmony with nature is critical.

Globalism is like invasive species - large

corporations invade ecosystems and wipe

out indigenous businesses. To become more

complex, diverse, creative, resilient, and

adaptive to our local ecosystem's needs, we

must invest as nature does  - deeply in place.
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Proud Pennsylvania is organizing

locally owned farms, processors, and

manufacturers, as well as investors, to

build supply chains that bring

Pennsylvania hemp products to

market and prevent a corporate take-

over of the emerging hemp industry

in our state.

This profile was created as part of a content series for The Greater Philadelphia Impact Capital Pledge, an ImpactPHL

initiative that aims to capture and catalyze impact and mission-aligned investments from/for our local region.

Learn more about The Greater Philadelphia Capital

Pledge at: impactphl.org/pledge

 


